An empirical study on Java method name
suggestion: are we there yet?
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Abstract—A large-scale evaluation for current naming approaches substantiates that such approaches are accurate. However, it is less known about which categories of method names
work well via such naming approaches and how’s the performance of naming approaches. To point out the superiority of the
current naming approach, in this paper, we conduct an empirical
study on such approaches in a new dataset. Moreover, we analyze
the successful naming approaches above and find that: 1) around
60% of the accepted recommendation names are made on prefixes
within get, set, is, and test. 2) a large portion (19.3%) of method
names successfully recommended could be derived from the given
method bodies. The comparisons also demonstrate the superior
performance of the empirical study.
Keywords-Method Names, Machine Learning, empirical study

I. I NTRODUCTION
In software project, while coding a function or method
body, developers give a name to the body as method name. A
good method name not only helps programmers understand the
program code better [1], [2], but also prevents method APIs
from being operated incorrectly [3]. Since function call using
specified method name is commonplace in program code,
more and more software companies emphasize method naming
conventions and programming standards. As emphasized by
the industrial experts including McConnell [4] and Beck [5],
method naming is one of the significant software activities.
While there are an army of implied standards for method
naming such as the CamelCase principle [6], [7], there is no
broad understanding of which categories of method names are
prone to be used or accepted by developers. We investigate
the current naming approaches [8]–[11] in the past three
years and find that in the correctly suggested method names,
the categories within prefixes such as get, set, is, and test
account for 60%. If we remove such method names within the
prefixes above, the precision and recall of suggested method
names could be downgraded dramatically. Actually, in coding
process, we commonly need to name a potential method body
that is far beyond the category including the above prefixes.
Furthermore, we don’t know which naming approach is
outstanding under the same experiment environment since the
evaluation metrics of such naming approaches are not uniform
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as well [12]. For example, the actual method name suggested
is likely to be locally different from the given method name,
however, the meanings of both method names are the same. To
evaluate the above method names suggested, code2seq [8] and
code2vec [11] redefined the loose evaluation metrics, while
the HeMa [10] adopts tightened evaluation metrics i.e., F1score, recall, and precision. Meanwhile, the HeMa approach
also uses panel review to evaluate the method names suggested
by inviting domain experts.
Although such approaches are overall accurate in suggesting
method name, little is known about which categories and
why they work or don’t work. And we also know little
about the actual performance on a new dataset. Indeed, it
is hard to automatically generate high-quality method name
including answering why an accurate method name occurring
frequently requires synthesis of different kinds of knowledge
and context. Hence, we conduct emprical study among those
famous approaches related with method name suggestion.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the new datasets. Section III describes the experiment results. Section IV investigates the related work. Section
V concludes this paper.
II. N EW DATASETS
To make the following empirical study more objective and
fair, we built 3 datasets for the purpose of experimental
evaluation namely “Liu-kui dataset”, “new-100 dataset”, and
“new-400 dataset”, respectively. The details of these datasets
are as follows.
•

•

Liu-kui dataset: This dataset was collected from 4 highly
rated open source organizations, Apache, Spring, Hibernate and Google. 430 projects with the latest versions of
Java source code were employed, each of which has 100
times submissions at least. This dataset totally contains
2,116,413 methods. The further details of the dataset can
be found in Liu’s literature [13].
New-100 dataset: We randomly selected 100 projects
from the open source Java projects on the former 10K
GitHub, and each of these projects has been submitted
at least 100 times. The dataset contains 47,098 Java
methods.

•

New-400 dataset: We randomly selected nearly 4.8 million methods from the open source Java projects on the
former 10K GitHub to form this dataset.

The above three datasets have been preprocessed by filtering
main method, constructor, easy method, empty method, and
method with no letters in method names since these methods
do not often cause trouble for the maintenance and understanding of programs, but interfere with the naming of methods.
III. E MPIRICAL S TUDY
To evaluate the performance of such naming approaches, we
conducted a series of experiments. The following parts mainly
consist of the parameter settings of experiments, the choices of
evaluation metrics, and the answers to the research questions
from RQ1 to RQ3.
1) In order to study the advanced approaches to Java method
name recommendation in this paper, we propose the following
research questions (RQs) as follows.
•
•
•

RQ1: Can code2seq perform as well on the new dataset
as the original dataset in this paper?
RQ2: If the AST paths of a method do not contain a
token in the method name, what is the performance?
RQ3: Can the length of the method names recommended
fulfill the standard of method name length?

To ensure the accuracy of the experimental results, we
divide the training set and the test set based on 10-cross
validation. In the evaluation process, we take the average of
the results with 10-cross validation as the final result.
[Dataset 1] Liu-kui Dataset
Test
Training
Total
211641
1904772
2,116,413
[Dataset 2] New-100 Dataset
Test
Training
Total
4710
42388
47098
[Dataset 3] New-400 Dataset
Test
Training
Total
481039
4329351
4810390
TABLE I
T HE DETAILS OF TRAINING AND TEST SAMPLES IN THE THREE DATASETS .

RQ1: Can code2seq perform as well on the new dataset as
the original dataset in this paper?
The code2seq was initially evaluated on the original dataset.
The experimental results show that the precision, recall, and
F1-score reach 64.3%, 55.02%, 67.1% [8]. The code2seq is
evaluated on the three datasets above, namely Liu-kui dataset,
new-100 dataset, and new-400 dataset. The evaluation metrics
utilized by code2vec are employed as the unified evaluation
metrics in this paper due to its efficiency.
For a given pair of real method name e and recommended
method names r, we define the precision
as pre(e, r), recall
T
|token(e) token(r)|
as rec(e, r), pre(e, r) =
, and rec =
token(r)
T
|token(e) token(r)|
.
token(e)

name n.

token(n) returns the tokens in the method

The evaluation results are in the following table. As in
code2vec, we choose Precision, Recall and F1-score as evaluation indexes. The right three columns correspond to the performance of code2seq on the three different datasets. Precision,
Recall, and F1-score in the table are the average values of
each item in the test set.
Precision
Recall
F1-score

new-400 dataset
0.70
0.63
0.66

Liu-kui dataset
0.67
0.56
0.60

new-100 dataset
0.64
0.53
0.58

TABLE II
T HE PERFORMANCE OF code2seq ON THE THREE DATASETS .

From the table, we have the following findings:
• The volume of datasets may have an influence on the
performance of code2seq. Changing the volume of new400 dataset, Liu-kui dataset, new-100 dataset, we can find
that the performance of code2seq improves significantly
with the increase of dataset volume.
• Compared with Liu’s approach [13], the precision, recall
and F1-score of code2seq on the largest new-400 dataset
are improved by 3%, 7% and 6% respectively, while the
precision, recall and F1-score of code2seq on the new-100
dataset are improved by 6%, 10%, and 8%, respectively.
From the above experiments and analysis, we can draw
the conclusion that code2seq will still keep certain accuracy
after transforming datasets. Nevertheless, different datasets
have great influence on the performance of code2seq, and its
performance on larger dataset is obviously better than that
on smaller datasets due to the significant increase of training
samples on larger datasets.
RQ2: If the AST paths of a method do not contain a token
in the method name, what is the performance?
To study RQ2, we evaluated the performance of code2seq
on visible and invisible methods. We will give the definitions
of visible method and invisible method as follows.
For each method name ni , in the Liu-kui dataset, we divide
it into a token stream according to the CamelCase principle,
Ti = {t1 , t2 , t3 , · · · , tm },
where ti is the i-th token in the token stream. The method
body bi corresponding to the method name ni is parsed into an
army of AST paths, where pj is the j-th AST path, consisting
of several tokens, pj = {s1 , s2 , · · · , sk }, and sk is the k-th
token. Qi is the set of all AST path tokens belonging to bi ,
Qi = {p1 , p2 , · · · , pj }. If each token in Ti does not appear in
Qi , ni is an invisible method, otherwise, it’s a visible method.
Next, we evaluate the performance of code2seq on both visible and invisible methods, we select 918k invisible methods
from the Liu-kui dataset as a new dataset called “invisible
dataset”. Accordingly, we randomly choose the same number
of visible methods from the Liu-kui dataset to form the
corresponding “visible dataset”. On both datasets above, we
evaluate the code2seq’s performance via precision, recall and
F1-score metrics.
Here, we have several findings as follows.

Total
Correct
Correct rate

Invisible dataset
918545
250763
0.273

Visible dataset
918545
387626
0.422

TABLE III
T HE CORRECT RATE ON THE VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE DATASETS .

•

First of all, as shown in Table IV, a large proportion of
method name tokens (accounting for 43%) can not be
found in their corresponding method bodies. Therefore,
code2seq based on machine learning is often limited by
its replication mechanism and vocabulary size, which
results in performance decline.
Number
Rate

Total
2116413

Invisible dataset
918545
0.43
TABLE IV

T HE PROPORTION OF THE NUMBER OF INVISIBLE METHODS TO THE TOTAL
NUMBER OF METHODS .

What’s more, even under the limitation mentioned in the
first point, code2seq still performs well in the field of
method name recommendation on the invisible datasets.
As shown in Table V, it maintains 39% precision, 37%
recall and 38% F1-score. Compared with code2seq’s
recommendation effect on the visible methods, the corresponding precision, recall, and F1-score only have a
significant decrease of 35%, 25%, and 29%, respectively.
The code2seq can generate method names for invisible
methods. The main reason is that it is not just to select some
tokens from the input tokens to form a new method name, but
to extract the features of AST corresponding to the method
body and establish the relationship between these features and
the tokens of the method name. If the AST structure of the
given method m1 and m2 in the training set is highly similar,
then the code2seq probably recommends the method name
token of m2 to m1 , even if the token in the corresponding
method name does not appear in the AST path token of m1 .
A typical case is shown in the figure 1, where the code2seq
successfully recommends method names for invisible methods
in the test set. We found that both visible and invisible
methods have very similar AST trees. Moreover, the code2seq
can strongly identify the relationship between AST features
and method name tokens, and favourably recommend the
corresponding method names.
After the analysis in the previous figure, we can conclude
that the performance of code2seq in invisible methods slightly
•

Invisible dataset Visible dataset
0.39
0.74
0.37
0.62
0.38
0.67
TABLE V
T HE PERFORMANCE OF code2seq ON THE VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE
DATASETS .
Precision
Recall
F1-score

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

class ArraysUtil{
public static boolean contains(Object[] arrays,Object target){
for(int i=0;i<arrays.length;i++){
if(arrays[i].equals(target)){
return true;
}
}
return false;
}
}
class Arrays{
public static boolean contains(Object[] arrays,Object target){
for(Object obj:arrays){
if(obj.equals(target)){
return true;
}
}
return false;
}
}

Fig. 1.

Methods with similar AST trees.

decreases. Still, it can accurately recommend method names.
RQ3: Can the length of the method names recommended
fulfill the standard of method name length?
A method name is usually regarded as a brief description
of the function of a piece of code. First, we expect that it can
describe the function of a method in sufficient detail. Second,
we hope it can help developers understand the function of
a program quickly and concisely. Therefore, the length of
the sequence contained in the method name recommended by
the code2seq should be within a reasonable range. Empirical
studies show that the length of method name sequence in the
range of 3 to 7 is the most conducive to improve the readability
of the code, meanwhile the range conforms to the habit of
human short-term memory.
To evaluate whether the length of the token sequence
contained in the method name generated by code2seq meets
the custom of the method name length, we train code2seq
model on the training set derived from three datasets, i.e.,
Liu-kui dataset, new-100 dataset, and new-400 dataset, respectively. Then, we test the method names generated on their
corresponding test sets, and count the length distribution of
the corresponding method name token sequences.
As shown in Table VI, the satisfaction rates are generated
by the code2seq on the test sets from three datasets (Liu-kui
dataset, new-100 dataset, new-400 dataset).
Satisfaction
Dissatisfaction
Satisfaction rate

new-400 dataset
216467
264572
0.44

Liu-kui dataset
88889
122752
0.41

new-100 dataset
2116
2594
0.44

TABLE VI
T HE S ATISFACTION RATES ON THE THREE DATASETS .

The box diagram of the length distribution of code2seq’s
method name sequence generated on the test set from
three datasets (Liu-kui dataset, new-100 dataset and new-400
dataset) is shown in figure 2. The length of most method
name sequences generated by code2seq on the three datasets
is between 1 to 5, 1 to 7, and 1 to 5, respectively. According
to the experimental results above, we can conclude that most
of the method name sequences generated by code2seq fulfill
the standard of method name length.

7

6

5
4

3

2

1

New-100 dataset

Liu-Kui dataset

New-400 dataset

Fig. 2.
The length distribution of code2seq’s method name sequence
generated on the three datasets.

We define satisfaction rate as follows.
Satisf action rate =

Nsatisf action
Nsatisf action + Ndissatisf action

(1)

Nsatisf action represents the number of methods that fulfill the standard, and Ndissatisf action means the number of
methods that do not fulfill the standard. Satisfaction rate
indicates the proportion of the number of methods that fulfill
the standard of method name length to the total number of
methods. The second to fourth columns show the number
of methods that fulfill the standard of method name length
(Nsatisf action ), the number of methods that do not fulfill the
standard of method name length (Ndissatisf action ), and the
proportion of the number of methods that meet the length
standard to the total number of methods (Satisfaction rate).
From the table, we have the following findings:
• Firstly, from the point of length distribution, the length
of the method name sequences generated by code2seq on
the three datasets is in the range of 1 to 5, 1 to 7 and
1 to 5, respectively. It is true that the sequence length
of most method names ranges from 1 to 4 tested on the
three datasets. The result fulfills the standard of method
name length.
• Secondly, in terms of satisfaction rate, the number of
method name sequences generated by code2seq on the
three datasets accounts for 44%, 41% and 44%, respectively. Among the method names that do not fulfill
the standard of method name length, the proportion of
method names, whose length equals 2, is 32%.
After the previous analysis, we can draw conclusion that
most method names generated by the code2seq fulfill the
standard of method name length.
IV. D ISCUSSION OF R ELATED W ORK
To study the performance of naming methods, we investigate the primary naming methods for the program code

entity. One is to use machine translation methods such as
neural-translation framework seq2seq [9], code2seq [8], and
the method name is finally generated by translating the method
body. The code2seq [8] models a code snippet [14] as the set
of compositional abstract syntax tree (AST) [15] paths and
uses attention mechanism to select the relevant paths while
decoding. Nguyen et al [9] presented MNire, a machine learning approach to suggest a method name and to detect method
name inconsistencies. First, they found high proportions of the
tokens of method names can be found in the three contexts of
a given method including its body, the interface (the method’s
parameter types and return type), and the enclosing class’s
name. Second, to suggest a good name for a method, they
used seq2seq to the naturalness of the program entities in the
contexts.
Alon [15] presented a general path-based representation
for predicting method names by combining abstract syntax
tree (AST) [15]. Furthermore, Alon et al. proposed code2vec
[11] to represent a method body into code embeddings,
i.e., coverting method body into fixed-length, continuously
distributed vectors, by aggregating the set of its corresponding
AST paths with attentional network. The vectors of methods
with similar AST structures are close to each other in the
same space measured by semantic similarity among method
names. The code2vec can retrieve similar method bodies and
reuse their method names. Jiang et al. [10] conducted an empirical study on the method name recommendation approach
code2vec. Their evaluation results suggest that code2vec deserves significant improvement. However, to investigate the
possibility of designing simple and straight-forward alternative
approaches, they also proposed a heuristics based approach
to recommending method names according to given method
bodies. The experimental results show that their approach
outperforms code2vec significantly.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we conduct an empirical study on such toplevel method name recommendation approaches. Our evaluation suggests that we should adopt different naming approaches for different categories of method names. To intuitively reveal the advantages of such different naming approaches, we also empirically evaluate the code2seq, HeMa,
and code2vec especially in the part of naming categories,
precision and recall.
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